EVPED-2

Charging Station Pedestal

Pedestal Mounting Pole and Base for use only with Evr-Green EVR30-B1C, EVR40-B2C, and EVR30-R2C Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Whether you are the driver of an electric vehicle, a commercial business owner, a utility company, or a landlord, Leviton has the charging station for you. Evr-Green Level 2 Chargers enable fast charging of any SAE J1772™ compatible electric vehicle in a compact, affordable, and easy to use solution to EV charging.

- Allows for one or two electric vehicle charging stations to be efficiently mounted on a freestanding pedestal to save installation cost, space and time
- Compliant with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) recommended charge connect height of less than 48" and greater than 24"
- Common applications: office buildings, MDU settings, city & township municipalities, educational institutions
- For use only with Evr-Green EVR30-B1C, EVR40-B2C, and EVR30-R2C Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Click here to learn more about our full line of Evr-Green Electric Vehicle Chargers.

Technical Information

Material Specifications

**Charge Connector Swivel Assembly**: Red Valox® PBT & Powder Coated Steel

**Mounting Hardware**: Stainless Steel

**Pole/Base**: Powder Coated Steel

**Warranty**: 1-Year Limited
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